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Inductive measurement of ultrafast magnetization dynamics
in thin-film Permalloy
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An inductive technique for the measurement of dynamical magnetic processes in thin-film materials
is described. The technique is demonstrated using 50 nm films of Permalloy (Ni81Fe19). Data are
presented for impulse- and step-response experiments with the applied field pulse oriented in the
plane of the film and transverse to the anisotropy axis. Rotation times as short as 200 ps and free
oscillations of the magnetization after excitation are clearly observed. The oscillation frequency
increases as the dc bias field parallel to the anisotropy axis increases as predicted by classical
gyromagnetic theory. The data are fitted to the Landau–Lifshitz equation, and damping parameters
are determined as a function of dc bias field. Damping for both impulse and step excitations exhibits
a strong dependence on bias field. Damping for step excitations is characterized by an anomalous
transient damping which rapidly increases at low dc bias field. Transformation of the data to the
frequency domain reveals a higher order precessional mode which is also preferentially excited at
low dc bias fields. A possible source for both phenomena is precessional mode saturation for large
peak rotations. The technique has the potential for 20 ps resolution, although only 120 ps resolution
is demonstrated due to the limited bandwidth of the waveguides used. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!06111-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid increases in the areal density of hard disk d
storage systems over the last decade have resulted in a
mensurate increase in the data rate of the magnetic recor
channel. Extrapolation from recent trends in disk drive p
formance predicts data rates approaching 1 GHz by
middle of the next decade.1 This increase has fueled conce
about the fundamental limits to the speed of the magn
components in disk drive systems. In this paper, we desc
a technique for measuring the high-speed magnetic resp
of thin films, and report response times for Ni81Fe19 ~Permal-
loy!, a magnetic alloy used throughout the data storage
dustry for recording heads. We have observed magnetic
tations of nearly 90° in a characteristic time of 200 ps for
applied transverse field of 1.7 kA/m~21 Oe!.

It has been known since the early 1960s that fast swi
ing speeds of,1 ns could be achieved in thin films of Pe
malloy. Dietrich, Proebster, and Wolf were the first to me
sure switching speeds of 1 ns using an inductive techniqu2,3

When field impulses were applied transverse to the easy
of the film, oscillations in the inductive signal, indicative
underdamped magnetic precession, were observed.4 This in-
ductive approach used the discharge of a 50V charge line
through a coaxial mercury relay as a pulsed current,
therefore pulsed magnetic field source. Resulting pu
widths were less than 350 ps, although an exact determ
tion was limited by the temporal resolution of the existi

a!Electronic mail: silva@boulder.nist.gov
b!Present address: NIST, Boulder, CO 80303.
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sampling technology. Strip transmission lines were used
deliver the electromagnetic field pulse to the sample, a
pickup coils were positioned around the transmission line
detect the inductive signal from the changing magnetizat
in the sample. The dynamics were partially obscured by
coupling of the incident microwave pulse to the inducti
pickup coil. To extract the dynamic magnetization respon
wave forms were measured with and without an applied s
rating magnetic field and subsequently subtracted.

We describe an inductive method for the measurem
of ultrafast magnetic phenomena in thin-film materials wh
advances the work of Dietrichet al. in four important ways.
First, a time-domain transmission geometry which avoids
need for inductive pick-up coils is used. Second, lithograp
cally patterned coplanar waveguides are used to deliver fi
pulses to the magnetic films. Various field-to-voltage rat
can be obtained by patterning the waveguides to differ
widths. Lower voltage solid-state microwave pulse and s
sources may be employed by using 100mm and narrower
stripline widths. Third, modern pulse/step sources are
pable of much faster rise times than can be obtained fr
mercury reed relays. Fourth, wave form subtraction is
complished digitally and employs digital signal processing
improve signal-to-noise ratios.

II. METHOD

A. Experimental apparatus

In Fig. 1, we present a schematic representation of
experimental arrangement. Several different sources are
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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for pulse generation. For producingimpulses, we use a com-
mercial InGaAs photodiode driven by optical pulses from
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser. We operate the photodiod
bias voltages approaching250 V. The diode acts as a pho
toconductive switch when using 50 fs optical pulses w
roughly 10 nJ of energy, limited principally by the capac
tance of the diode and the carrier drift velocity. The result
electrical pulses have amplitudes of 5 V, rise times of 80
and pulse widths of 200 ps, and arrive at a frequency of
MHz which is set by the laser repetition rate.

To produce magnetic fieldstepswe use a commercia
solid-state pulse generator. Pulses from this source have
plitudes of 10 V, rise times of 50 ps, and pulse widths of
ns, and arrive at a frequency of 1 MHz. Trigger jitter for t
commercial pulse generator is less than 5 ps~rms!. The volt-
age pulse is delivered to the coplanar waveguide with hi
bandwidth coaxial cable. Insertion onto, and extraction fro
the waveguide is accomplished with 50V triaxial microwave
probes. Each probe has an insertion loss of,0.3 dB
(;4%) at 7 GHz.

Coplanar waveguides were lithographically fabricat
on single-crystal~100! GaAs substrates with resistivity i
excess of 163107 V cm, using 750 nm thick Au conductiv
strips. GaAs was chosen for its high dielectric constant« r

513.1) and low loss tangent. To maximize the usable ba
width of the structure, we have sought to minimize cond
tor losses. For Au at 20 GHz, the skin depth is calculated
be 2 mm. Our deposition system limits us to a maximu
thickness of 0.75mm, which causes some attenuation of t
highest frequency components, but is adequate for the
poses of this work.

The waveguide for impulse–response measurements
a 100mm width along its entire length. The waveguide f
step-response measurements has a 100mm center conductor
width at the two ends and tapers to 50mm in the middle for
a length of 1 mm. The total waveguide length is 50 mm
both cases. The waveguide was designed to be 50V using
conventional design criteria for coplanar waveguides w
finite-width ground planes.5 A nominally 50 nm thick
Ni81Fe19 ~Permalloy! film was deposited and subsequen
lithographically patterned onto the waveguide struct
along the entire 1 mm segment in the center of the wa

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic sketch of experimental configuration.
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guide for both the impulse and step response measurem
in a geometry similar to that employed by Freemanet al. for
time-resolved magneto-optic studies of magnetic reversa
Permalloy films.6 The Permalloy films were grown by d
magnetron sputtering with 0.27 Pa (231023 Torr) argon
pressure at 300 W. A uniaxial anisotropy axis oriented p
allel to the waveguide was induced in the Permalloy film
application of a magnetic field during film growth. A pla
narization layer of 1mm thickness composed of photosen
tive polymer between the Au and NiFe films was necess
to achieve the desired coercivity and anisotropy for the m
netic layer.

The NiFe bulk magnetic properties were measured
codeposited NiFe coupons. Using aB-H looper, we mea-
sured an easy axis coercivity of 80 A/m~1.0 Oe!, with 0.99
loop squareness~ratio of remanent to saturation magnetiz
tion, Mr /Ms). In the hard direction, we measured a uniax
magnetocrystalline anisotropyHk

xtal of 344 A/m ~4.3 Oe!. Ms

was measured to be 840 kA/m (840 emu/cm3) using a super-
conducting quantum interference device~SQUID! magneto-
meter to determine the perpendicular shape anisotro
Hk,'

s 5Ms . Film thicknessd was then deduced to be 4
61 nm by measuring the absolute moment of the coupo

The 50mm wide sample was imaged by wide-field Ke
microscopy to ascertain the domain structure of the patter
film. The structure was single domain in the middle of t
stripe only for bias fieldHb.80 A/m ~1 Oe!. For smaller
bias fields, the magnetization broke into a four-domain str
ture, with triangular closure domains at the two ends of
stripe and two oppositely oriented longitudinal domai
throughout the length of the stripe. The triangular closu
domains remained present for fields in excess of 800 A
~10 Oe!.

The waveguide bandwidth was 10 GHz~3 dB point!
before deposition of the planarization and magnetic laye
The completed waveguide has a bandwidth of 2.5 GHz
measured by both a calibrated network analyzer and ti
domain transmissivity. We attribute the reduction in ban
width to the polymeric buffer layer. The actual characteris
impedanceZ0 was 60V, resulting in some impedance mis
match between the waveguide and microwave probes. T
mismatch is primarily due to the nonzero dc resistance of
center conductor stripe ('20V). The coaxial cables em
ployed have a bandwidth of;3 GHz. Thus, the time reso
lution of the present implementation is limited to 140 ps.

The transmitted pulse is detected by a high-speed s
pling oscilloscope with an 18 GHz bandwidth. A trigge
pulse for the sampling oscilloscope is derived from the pu
generator. Sampling intervals are 9.7 ps, resulting in 5
samples over a 5 nstrace. A Helmholtz coil pair, calibrated
with a Hall probe, is used to apply a variable longitudin
bias field to the sample with a magnitude as large as 4 kA
~50 Oe! in a direction parallel to the easy axis of the samp

The sampling oscilloscope has a raw input noise
;1 mV ~rms! over the full 18 GHz bandwidth. By averagin
4096 sampled wave forms, we can reduce the noise leve
16 mV ~rms!. The digitized wave forms are stored in 16 b
memory, with a discretization of 15mV, matching the noise
of the instrument. To avoid damage to the sensitive electr
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ics of the instrument, we reduce the input from the pu
generator with high-bandwidth attenuators. For a 10 V pu
at least 20 dB of attenuation must be used, and for this c
the resulting noise level of the instrument is 160mV ~rms!,
referenced to the point before the SMA attenuators. A
averaging, the final acquired wave form is transferred d
tally to a computer for processing and analysis.

With the magnetic sample saturated by a large transv
field .4 kA/m ~50 Oe! in the direction of the pulsed field,
reference wave form in which no magnetic activity has o
curred is acquired. The transverse field is provided by eit
Helmholtz coils~not shown in Fig. 1! or a hand-held perma
nent magnet, with identical results. This reference wave fo
is subsequently subtracted from other acquired wave for
allowing the observation of precessional effects. One syst
atic source of error arises from the fact that small tempo
drifts in the triggering point of the wave forms can substa
tially corrupt the processed data. As an example, a 10
drift in the trigger point between the reference and induct
wave forms can produce a spurious 20 mV spike, which
temporally coincident with the rising edge of the unpro
essed wave forms. To remove this time shift, we develope
computational algorithm which maximizes the temporal c
relation of the first 40 ps of the rising edges of the two wa
forms. The wave forms are then interpolated to allow
temporal shifts smaller than the sampling interval.

B. Induced voltage signal

The inductive voltage signalVp may be related to the
sample magnetization in the transverse direction thro
Faraday’s law. We use reciprocity to derive such a relati
greatly simplifying the calculation. Reciprocity, in its mo
general form, states that the inductive coupling between
flux linkages is independent of which linkage is actually b
ing driven by a current.7 For this specific case, reciprocit
dictates that the field profile of the waveguide for a u
excitation current may be substituted for the waveguid
spatial sensitivity to changing magnetization. We assu
that the sample magnetization lies primarily in thex-y plane,
and that it is uniform in thex direction. ~See Fig. 1 for
coordinate axes.! Thus, we ignore the sensitivity of th
waveguide to perpendicular magnetization and treat
problem as one dimensional along they direction. ~Further
justification for these assumptions is presented at the en
Sec. III.! The magnetic field in they direction produced by a
currentI at a distancez above the waveguide is represent
by Hy(I ;y,z), where they axis is transverse to the directio
of current. At a position close to the center conductor of
waveguide but far from an edge, the center conductor
pears as an infinite sheet of current, which produces a fiel
I /2w. Far from the center conductor, the functional form
the field requires a solution to Laplace’s equation with
proper boundary condition.

The Karlqvist equations for the fields above a tw
dimensional, gapped recording head are derived with
boundary condition of linearly increasing potential across
gap width.8 This boundary condition is identical to that of
uniform current strip, where the gap between the hig
e
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permeability head material atz50 is replaced with the cur-
rent strip.9 Solving with these boundary conditions leads to
transverse field given by

Hy~ I ;y,z!5
1

p

I

2w FarctanS ~w/2!1y

z D
1arctanS ~w/2!2y

z D G . ~1!

Hy(I ;y,z) is within 90% of its maximum field value ofI /2w
at a distance of 3.1z from the waveguide edge, or only 5% o
the total center conductor width forz50.75mm and w
550mm. Thus, we may approximateHy(I ;y,z) for z!w as

Hy~ I ;y,z!5
I

2w
f ~z,w!@u~y1w/2!2u~y2w/2!#, ~2!

whereu(y) is the Heaviside step function andf (z,w) is a
function which accounts for the loss of field due to the no
zero spacing. The spacing loss functionf (z,w) is approxi-
mated by determining the amplitude of the function d
scribed by Eq.~2! which has the same integrated valu
across the width of the sample as that of Eq.~1!. In this
treatment, we have ignored the field produced by curren
the ground planes since that field is primarily perpendicu
to the sample plane and is too weak to causeM to tip out of
plane.

From reciprocity, the flux that winds around the wav
guide center conductor from a magnetic sample of thickn
d, length l , and widthw may be calculated as7,10

F5
m0

I E E E
sample

Hy~ I ;x,y,z!M y~x,y,z!dx dy dz

5
m0

2w
ld f ~z,w!E

2w/2

1w/2

M y~y!dy

5
1

2
m0M yld f ~z,w!. ~3!

We have assumed that the magnetization is uniform over
thickness and along the length of the sample. An induct
voltage is produced by the change in flux,V52dF/dt. The
inductive voltage pulse within the waveguide is bipolar. T
induced current isI 5V/(2Z0), since each leg of the wave
guide providesZ0 of series resistance. This results in tw
pulses of equal amplitude but of opposite polarity with ma
nitude Vp5 1

2V52 1
2dF/dt, traveling in opposite directions

within the waveguide. Only the one pulse which travels
the same direction as the driving voltage pulse is actu
detected by the sampling oscilloscope.~A power splitter has
been used to detect the second pulse which travels bac
ward the pulse generator, verifying its equal magnitude a
opposite polarity.! Thus, our result from Eq.~3! is halved. If
the waveguide has a nonzero dc resistanceRdc, this will act
as an additional loss for the detected inductive pulse. A
taking the time derivative, we have

Vp5S m0ld f ~z,w!

4 D S Z0

Z01 1
2Rdc

D dM y

dt
. ~4!
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By integrating the measured voltage pulse, we can infer
average amount of magnetization that rotates

M y5S 4

m0ld f ~z,w! D S Z01 1
2Rdc

Z0
D E Vp dt. ~5!

III. RESULTS

A. Impulse excitations

1. Data and fitting

Figure 2 contains processed data forimpulseexcitations.
Pulse amplitudes are estimated to be 380 A/m~4.7 Oe!. The
different curves are for seven longitudinal bias fields rang
from 0 to 2.5 kA/m~30.6 Oe!. One immediately notes th
existence of free magnetic oscillations in the data, simila
those previously observed by Wolf.4 The existence of induc
tive oscillations long after application of the field puls
where the magnetic response is no longer driven, is cha
teristic of highly underdamped gyromagnetic precessi
These data are well fitted to an exponentially damped s
soid

f~ t !5b0 sin~vpt1w!e2t/t, ~6!

wheref(t) is the in-plane magnetization angle andf50 is
the equilibrium position;w is an arbitrary phase paramete

In the limit f(t)!1, Eq. ~6! is an approximate solution
to the Landau–Lifshitz~LL ! equation.11 In Fig. 3 we show
the dependence of both the precessional frequency and
LL damping parameterl uponHb , where we use4

l52/t. ~7!

The damping parameterl has SI units of s21. It is not iden-
tical to the original definition of the damping parameterlcgs

used by both Wolf4 and Smith11 ~see Appendix A!. They are
related asl54plcgs.

We expect the behavior off p to be governed by the
usual ferromagnetic resonance~FMR! result for gyromag-
netic precession12

vp5gm0AMs~Hk1Hb!, ~8!

FIG. 2. Inductive wave forms obtained for impulse excitations with the 1
mm wide NiFe sample. Wave forms were acquired with different levels
dc bias fieldHb applied along the easy axis of the sample.
e
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whereg is the gyromagnetic ratio,Hk is the anisotropy field,
and (Hk1Hb)!Ms . Fitting the precessional frequencyf p

5vp/2p to the bias field produces fitted values for bothHk

and the spectroscopic splitting factorg, where12

g5
gmB

\
. ~9!

Here,mB is the Bohr magneton and\ is Planck’s constant
h/2p. The fitted value ofg52.21 is only 6% greater than
previously reported values for Permalloy.13 Hk is 1.1 kA/m
~14 Oe!.

The hard-axis hysteresis loop was measured for
waveguide sample by Kerr optical techniques~nominally at
the middle of the sample stripe! indicating a total static an-
isotropy of 1 kA/m~12.5 Oe!. This anisotropy is significantly
different from the measured value of 344 A/m~4.3 Oe! for
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. We presume that this
ditional anisotropy exhibited by the patterned structure ari
from shape-induced demagnetizing effects. The relativ
large anisotropy compared to the drive pulse amplitu
which results in small rotation angles, justifies the use of
~6!.

The increase in damping shown in Fig. 3 is qualitative
similar to that observed by Wolf, although we find that t
average value ofl is about 40% greater.4 Smith also ob-
served a rapid increase in damping for 250 nm thick Perm

0
f

FIG. 3. Precessional frequencyf p and Landau–Lifshitz dampingl as a
function of dc bias fieldHb for the case of impulse excitations. The dampin
has been scaled by 4p to aid comparison with past published values
lcgs5l/4p ~see Appendix A!. The solid curve drawn through the data forf p

is a fit to Eq.~8! with fitting parametersg52.21 andHk51.07 kA/m.
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loy films measured by FMR when the resonance frequenc
reduced. However, this increase becomes considerable
at frequencies below 500 MHz, whereas our data sho
monotonic increase in damping from 2 GHz downward11

Such an increase in damping at reduced precessional
quencies typically has been ascribed to inhomogeneous
broadening caused by dispersion inHk .4,14–16

B. Step excitations

1. Data

Several fully processed inductive wave forms for t
case ofstep response are shown in Fig. 4. The four wav
forms were acquired with different dc bias fields applied p
allel to the easy axis of the film. A total of 1024 averag
was used for each wave form. The applied bias field ran
from 0 to 2.1 kA/m~26 Oe!. The step response data exhib
free inductive oscillations, similar to that observed for t
impulse response data. The oscillations last almost 5 ns
the cases of 800 A/m and 2.08 kA/m bias fields. Howev
the free oscillations are greatly reduced in amplitude for z
bias field. Indeed, the wave forms forHb,400 A/m ~5 Oe!
show only minor oscillations, indicative of critical dampin
The full width at half maximum of the primary inductiv
pulse forHb50 is 200 ps.

2. Fitting

The magnetization can rotate to a relatively large eq
librium anglef0 for step response excitation. Nonethele
we still expect the magnetization angle to evolve as an
ponentially decaying sinusoid long after application of t
step according to

f~ t !5f01b0 sin~vpt1w!e2t/t, ~10!

FIG. 4. Inductive wave forms obtained for step excitations with the 50mm
wide NiFe sample. Wave forms were acquired with different levels of
bias fieldHb applied along the easy axis of the sample. We infer an eq
librium magnetization rotation of;63° for Hb50 from values ofHp

51.6 kA/m andHk51.8 kA/m fitted to the Landau–Lifshitz equation.
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similar to Eq. ~6! for impulse response. Equation~10! is
derived in Appendix A.

Keep in mind that inductive detection senses only
transverse component of magnetizationM y5Ms sinf(t).
This fact will generally result in second-harmonic distortio
~SHD! in the detected wave form since sinf far from f
50 is a nonlinear function. Fourier series expansions may
used to show that

dMy

dt
'vpMsb0Fcosf0 cos~vpt1w!e2t/t

2
b0

2
sinf0 sin 2~vpt1w!e22t/tG1O~b0

3!, ~11!

where we have used the approximationb0e2t/t!1. Equation
~11! and its more general form are derived in Appendix
Large f0 will produce a second-harmonic distortion to th
inductive signal which impedes a simple, damped sinuso
fit. Indeed, a large magnetization rotation off05p/2 will
result in only a second-harmonic signal.

The modified sinusoidal fit~MSF! described by Eq.~11!
was applied to the step response data to determine botf p

andt, wheref p5vp/2p. The data were fitted only after 2–
cycles of oscillation to ensure that the motion off was small
enough for the approximations used to derive Eq.~11! to be
applicable. The results of fitting forf p are shown in Fig. 5.
The extracted damping constantl is discussed below.

c
i-

FIG. 5. Precessional frequencyf p as a function of dc bias fieldHb for the
case of step excitations, using both FFT and MSF analysis. Open circle
MSF results obtained by fitting the data using Eq.~11!. All other data were
obtained by identification of spectral peaks in Fourier transforms of
inductive data. Filled circles are believed to derive from the lowest or
n51 excitation. Filled squares are the second harmonic distortion of thn
51 mode. Filled triangles are a higher order precessional excitation, te
tively labeledn53. The curve drawn through the lowest FFT spectral pe
is a fit to Eqs.~12! and ~15!, with fitting parametersg52.2160.02 and
Hk51.8260.06 kA/m (22.860.8 Oe). The Fourier transform data were
only for Hb.440 A/m ~5.5 Oe!. An inset shows one example of a Fourie
transform spectrum forHb50.6 kA/m ~7.5 Oe!.
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In addition to time-domain fitting, we may also dete
mine the fundamental precession frequency by transform
the data to the frequency domain by a fast Fourier transf
~FFT!. Frequency spectra yield multiple peaks which are
apparent from the time-domain fitting to long-time behavi
We identify three different peaks from the spectra. The p
positions are continuous functions ofHb , all of which are
plotted in Fig. 5 along with the results of the modified sin
soidal fit. A representative spectrum for the case ofHb

50.6 kA/m ~7.5 Oe! is shown as an inset to Fig. 5, with a
three spectral peaks identified. The frequency of the low
spectral peak is nearly identical to that resulting from
MSF, suggesting that this peak results from the lowest or
(n51) precessional excitation. The highest frequency p
is attributed to the aforementioned SHD resulting from trig
nometric distortion of the inductive signal because it occ
at exactly two times the frequency of then51 mode. In
addition, a third peak, located at a frequency between thn
51 mode and the SHD, was also observed. We tentativ
identify this peak as that of a higher-ordern53 precessiona
mode.

We expectf p for the n51 mode to approach the stan
dard FMR result for weak damping:11

f p5
g

2pAm0S ]2U

]f2D
f0

~12!

5
gm0

2p
AMsHeff~f0!, ~13!

Heff~f0!5Hb cosf01Hp sinf01Hk cos 2f0 , ~14!

whereHp is the field step amplitude,Hk is the uniaxial in-
plane anisotropy,U(f) is the free energy of the system, an
f0 is the effective equilibrium direction of magnetizatio
with respect to the longitudinal axis long after application
the field step.Heff is the stiffness field; we have assum
negligible damping (l! f p). We call f0 an effective equi-
librium direction only because it is not actually independe
of position within the sample. However,Heff(f0) must be
invariant with position forf p to be a well-defined quantity o
a precessional mode; that is,f p must also be invariant with
position as required for an eigenmode.

SinceHk is not knowna priori, we must solve Eq.~12!
simultaneously with the minimum energy criterion17

S ]U

]f D
f0

5Hk sinf01Hb tanf02Hp50 ~15!

to numerically fit the data in Fig. 5. The solid line draw
through the FFT data is such a fit, withg52.2160.02 and
Hk51.8260.06 kA/m (22.860.8 Oe). We also fitted the fre
quencies obtained from the modified sinusoidal fitting, w
g52.2060.02 and Hk52.0860.06 kA/m (26.060.8 Oe).
The fitted gyroscopic splitting factors are in excellent agr
ment with the value obtained from the impulse experime

We were forced to restrict the fit of the FFT data
Hb>440 A/m ~5.5 Oe!; the fitting function and data diverg
sharply for Hb,440 A/m. If the data belowHb5440 A/m
g
m
t
.
k

-
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-
s
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f
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-
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are included in the fit, the resultant function does not c
rectly reproduce the data over the entire range ofHb .

The relative amplitudes of then51 andn53 spectral
peaks do not remain constant with changing bias field,
may be seen in Fig. 6, where we show the relative am
tudes of then51 andn53 peaks as obtained by fitting th
data to Lorentzian-shaped peaks. Then53 peak grows in
amplitude with a reduction inHb , whereas then51 peak
shrinks.

In the case of step excitation, an accurate estimate
the pulsed fieldHp is essential to properly fit the data:Hp

affects both the equilibrium magnetization orientation a
the precessional frequency. In the limit of no separation
tween the sample and waveguide, the pulsed field magni
may be calculated from the voltage pulse amplitude using
characteristic impedance of the waveguideZ0 and Ampere’s
law for a current sheet of widthw.

Hp5
Vp

2Z0w
. ~16!

We assumeVp is equal to that produced by the pulse ge
erator. Forw550mm, Vp510 V, andZ0560V, we expect
a pulse amplitude of 1.7 kA/m~21 Oe!. We verified the
validity of Eq. ~16! by measuring the precessional frequen
for a larger voltage pulse, employing a pulse generator
pable of producing 40 V step wave forms, a factor of
greater than the pulse generator normally used for these m
surements. We assume the majority of the sample magn
zation was rotated by a full 90° under the influence of t
large pulse. By measuring the precessional frequency,
calculate the field pulse amplitude by

vp5gm0AMs~Hp2Hk!. ~17!

The fits for Vp510 V and Vp540 V were corefined using
Eqs.~12!, ~15!, and~17! to determine self-consistent value
for Hp , Hk , and g. We thereby determined thatHp

51.63 kA/m ~20.4 Oe!, only 3% less than predicted by Eq

FIG. 6. Amplitudes of then51 modeA1 andn53 modeA3 as a function
of bias field. The data are fitted with a model described in Sec IV.
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~16!. Using fitted values forHp andHk , we infer an effec-
tive magnetization rotation angle for the case of zero b
field: f05arcsin(Hp /Hk)563°.

We extracted damping values from the step excitat
data by three alternative methods. First, application of
MSF discussed previously yields the exponential damp
time t. Second, the data were fitted directly to the LL equ
tion. The LL equation in spherical coordinates for a magne
film in the xy plane may be written as

df

dt
5ugum0Msc2

l

m0Ms
2

]U

]f
,

~18!
dc

dt
5

ugu
Ms

]U

]f
1lc,

wheref is the azimuthal magnetization direction,c is the
polar magnetization direction relative to the sample pla
(Mz50 for c50), and we have assumedc!1. Equation
~18! is solved numerically, using the measured transmit
voltage pulse as the time dependentHp(t) in ]U/df. Only
three free parameters were used to optimize the fit:g, l, and
an inductive coupling efficiencye. Finally, the data were
fitted to a numerical solution of LL, but only over a reduc
time range which excludes the first half cycle of oscillati
in the inductive data. The results of all three methods
compared in Fig. 7. The damping obtained by the MSF a
the numerical solution to LL over a restricted time ran
agree quite well within the experimental error. The avera
damping obtained by the MSF and the restricted numer
LL solution arel/4p5177620 MHz and 16469 MHz, re-
spectively. The damping obtained by numerical fitting of L
over the entire time range is in fair agreement with the ot
two methods, but only forHb>0.7 kA/m ~9 Oe!. For Hb

>0.7 kA/m, the average damping by full LL fitting i
l/4p5225618 MHz. For smaller bias fields, the full nu
merical solution yields a damping which rapidly increas

FIG. 7. LL damping for step-response data obtained by three different fit
methods. Open circles are the MSF results using Eq.~11!. Filled circles are
the result of fitting the entire time range of data to LL. Filled triangles
the result of fitting to LL, but over a restricted time range similar to th
used for the MSF. The damping has been scaled by 4p to aid in comparison
with past published values oflcgs5l/4p.
s
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with decreasing bias field. The damping saturates for
,Hb,280 A/m (0,Hb,3.5 Oe), with an average value o
l/4p5634617 MHz, roughly three times greater than th
damping obtained forHb.0.7 kA/m.

Fitting of the entire data set to LL also yields values f
g ande, the inductive coupling efficiency. Bothg and thee
are plotted in Fig. 8. The average value fore is 0.62
60.05. The fitted value forg is constant only forHb

.560 A/m, where it is equal to 2.21. It varies between 2.
and 2.55 below 560 A/m. This fitted value forg over the
restricted range ofHb is in excellent agreement with tha
obtained by fitting the precessional frequencies to Eq.~12!.

Mallinson and others have argued that the LL model
magnetodynamics is unphysical for large damping, in wh
case the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert model is mo
appropriate.18 However, these two models are degenerate
the case of weak damping,a5l/gm0M!1.19 The largest
damping we observe is forHb<280 A/m ~3.5 Oe!, where
l/4p,700 MHz (a50.05). We thus conclude that the L
formalism is an appropriate model for the analysis of all o
data.

Finally, a small digression into the assumption of i
plane sensitivity for this inductive technique is in order. W
have assumed until now that the magnetization respons
predominantly in-plane. However, the precessional mot
of the magnetization as indicated by our data implies a n
zero perpendicular magnetization component. It is theref
reasonable to expect oscillations in thez component of mag-
netization to make a contribution to the total inductive s
nal. We do not believe these contributions to be of any s
nificance for the experimental geometries employed by
First, the out-of-plane sensitivity of the waveguide for
inductive signal has odd parity across the width of the wa
guide ~using the Karlqvist equations!.8 Thus, the waveguide
cannot pick up the perpendicular component of even pa
modes (n51,3,5,. . . ). Second, the precessional motion
the magnetization is extremely elliptical, in virtue of th
large difference between the out-of-plane and in-pla

g

t

FIG. 8. Gyroscopic splitting factorg and inductive coupling efficiency«
resulting from fits of inductive step-response data to LL.
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anisotropies. The ratio ofMz to M y for FMR excitations
scales with the square root of the ratio of the in-plane a
out-of-plane anisotropies:20 AHk /Ms'0.05 for our samples
Thus, in the event that odd parity modes are present,
strength of the inductive signal due to the perpendicu
magnetization component would be only 5% of the longi
dinal magnetization signal strength, making them difficult
detect. We conclude that our assumption of negligible o
of-plane sensitivity, while an approximation, is justified.

IV. DISCUSSION

The presence of multiple peaks in the FFT spectra
step excitation data suggests that the magnetization re
inhomogeneously to the application of the field step. Wh
some microscopic inhomogeneity may be present~as ripple
or defects!, the fact that the samples are narrow enough
width to cause a significant increase in shape anisotropy
gests that finite size presents the largest source of inhom
neity. We expect that the strong demagnetizing fields at
edges of the sample effectively pin the magnetizati
Within the constraint of such a boundary condition, multip
odd-indexed excitation modes should be present, each w
well-defined eigenmode frequency of precession. Previ
theoretical work by Bryant and co-workers treats the pr
lem of finite Permalloy stripes for the case of FMR by n
merically calculating the exact eigenmodes.21 In the absence
of an alternative theory, we shall compare our results to B
ant’s theory.

We shall also discuss the peculiar nature of damping
step excitation data. Our results suggest that a more com
time-dependant damping may be required to provide a p
nomenological description of our data. In addition, a cor
lation of the damping andn53 mode amplitude provide
strong evidence that the inhomogeneity responsible for
creation of higher-order excitation modes is also respons
for the strong increase in damping at low bias fields.

A. Anisotropy

The difference between the static, measured crystal
anisotropy and the fitted, dynamicalHk may be attributed to
shape anisotropy. In the static case, the shape anisotropy
finite width strip is not a well-defined quantity. Only ellip
soids have well-defined demagnetizing factors such tha
uniform magnetization will result in a uniform demagneti
ing field. Indeed, the static equilibrium distribution ofM (y)
for a stripe is distinctly nonuniform forHpÞ0 in the limit of
negligible crystalline anisotropy, whereas the demagnetiz
field is uniform, withHd52Hp .22 ~This is a consequence o
the requirement that the local torque be zero whenM is in
equilibrium.!

However, the dynamical case is different: The magn
zation distribution may now fall into eigenmodes of prece
sion, where a given eigenmode is defined as having a
form precessional frequency everywhere in the sam
Presumably there is no single eigenmode solution, so
shall consider any particularnth eigenmode. Examination o
Eq. ~12! allows us to conclude that the total stiffness fie
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Heff must be uniform throughout the sample for any giv
eigenmode.

Let us consider only the shape anisotropy term in
local free energy of the sample:

Uk
s~y!52

m0

2
M y~y!Hd~y!. ~19!

As a first order approximation to a precessional eigenmo
let us presume that thelocal demagnetizing fieldHd(y) is
proportional to thelocal magnetizationM y

n(y) of the nth
eigenmode through a demagnetizing factorNn such that

Hd
n~y!52NnM y

n~y!. ~20!

The local free energy is therefore

Uk
s~y!5

m0

2
NnMs

2 sin2 f~y!. ~21!

The stiffness field, which determines the frequency of p
cession, is

]2Uk
s

]f2 'm0NnMs
25m0Hk

s~n!Ms , ~22!

where we have assumed thatf(y)!1 ~that is, large bias
fields! and have used the conventional definition of the sh
anisotropy field,Hk

s(n)8NnMs . Thus, we see that the dy
namical shape-induced anisotropy fieldHk

s(n) represents the
proportionality between the local magnetization of thenth
eigenfunction solutionM y

n(y) in the transverse direction an
the local demagnetizing fieldHd

n(y), where

Hk
s~n!5

Hd
n~y!

M y
n~y!

Ms . ~23!

Hk
s(n) is approximately independent of position, thus sat

fying the requirement that the entire eigenfunction preces
at the same frequency.~For arbitraryf, the general require-
ment for an eigenfunction is that]2U/]f2 be independent of
position. This is a significantly more difficult theoretica
problem to solve.! The magnitude ofHk

s(n) will depend
quantitatively on the exact functional form of the magnetiz
tion distributionM y

n(y). In the case of an infinite plane with
the average magnetization aligned along thex axis, the mag-
netization profile is sinusoidal and the anisotropy is prop
tional to the wave numberky

n ~in the thin-sample limit, or
ky

nd!1!:21

Hk
s~n!5 1

2ky
nMsd. ~24!

Pinning of the magnetization aty52w/2 and1w/2 leads to
a quantization of the wave numberky

n5np/w. For a finite
width stripe, the wave number is further modified by ed
effects due to the abrupt end of the magnetization at6w/2.21

The effective mode numberneff is defined as the normalize
wave numberneff5ky

nw/p. Thus, an exact value forneff will
also depend quantitatively on the functional form ofM y

n(y).
Bryant et al. calculated that, in the limit of uniform magne
tization along the stripe length (kx50), neff50.735 forky

1 .21

However, neff→1 as kx→` (neff'1 for kx>20/w, or lx

<3.2/w!.21
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The total anisotropyHk is the sum of shape and crysta
line components:Hk5Hk

s(n)1Hk
xtal . Since we have fitted

dynamical anisotropies for two widths of sample stripes,
may then determine bothneff andHk

xtal in a simple algebraic
fashion:Hk

s(n) is inversely proportional tow, whereasHk
xtal

is not. If we use the anisotropy for the step response m
surement as determined by the MSF, we haveneff51.45
60.09 andHk

xtal5160660 A/m (260.8 Oe). Here, the crys
talline anisotropy is in poor agreement with the statica
measured value of 340 A/m~4.3 Oe!. If instead we use the
anisotropy for the step response measurement as determ
by fitting to FFT spectra, we haveneff51.0660.09 and
Hk

xtal5416660 A/m (5.260.8 Oe). The crystalline anisot
ropy is now in good agreement with the statically measu
value.

Note that the fittedneff is 1.5–2 times the theoretica
value from Bryantet al. This disparity inneff is not yet un-
derstood. One possibility is thatkxÞ0; that is,M is inhomo-
geneous in the direction parallel to the sample stripe. A
Bryantet al.considered only the case of a large external b
field Hb@Hk

xtal such thatf050.21 It is conceivable that the
eigenfunctionsM y

n(y) are significantly altered forf0Þ0 and
Hk

xtalÞ0.

B. Signal amplitude

We expect the magnetization rotation for our samples
be nonuniform, as determined by the spatial profile of
excited dynamical eigenmodes. If the magnetization rota
were uniform, we would predict a theoretical magnetizat
change of

M y
th5Ms sinf, ~25!

wheref is determined for step data from Eq.~15!. We define
the normalized experimental coupling efficiency ase
5M y/M y

th , using Eq.~5! to determineM y. As such,e is a
quantitative measure of the nonuniformity inherent in t
magnetization rotation. Numerical fitting of the ste
response data to LL yieldse50.7860.06.

We consider the equilibrium magnetization profile lo
after application of the field step forHb50. The magnetiza-
tion distribution as a function of positiony across the width
of the sample is given by22

M y~y!5
Hpw

d
A12S 2y

w
21D 2

, ~26!

where 0,y,w. The derivation of Eq.~26! ignores any crys-
talline anisotropy and assumesd/w!1. The average of Eq
~26! across the width of the sample is

M y5
p

4 S Hpw

d D . ~27!

Bryant et al. predict the dynamical shape anisotropy giv
by Eq.~24!, where they, like Bertram, also ignore crystallin
anisotropy. If we were to naively assume uniform behav
when predicting magnetic rotation, as is assumed for
~25!, then we would conclude
e

a-

ed

d

,
s

o
e
n
n

r
q.

M y5Ms

Hp

Hk
n ~28!

5
2

neffp
S Hpw

d D . ~29!

We then estimatee as the ratio of Eqs.~27! and~28!. Using
Bryant’s calculated value ofneff50.735 for the lowest-order
mode with kx50, we arrive ate5neffp

2/8'0.91, in fair
agreement with the experimentally derived value. A mo
accurate calculation would consider static and dynamic m
netization profiles withHk

xtalÞ0 andf0Þ0.

C. Damping

The damping has a different dependence on bias field
the impulse and step response data. While the impulse
exhibit a slow monotonic increase in damping as the b
field is reduced, the step data are relatively constant forHb

.0.6 kA/m ~7.5 Oe!, as obtained by our three different met
ods. For bias fields less than 0.6 kA/m, the damping is d
matically different, depending on whether the analysis
cludes or excludes the initial cycle of inductive oscillatio
Including the initial portion of the wave form in the numer
cal fitting procedure results in a sharp increase in damp
between 0.3,Hb,0.5 kA/m, below which the damping is
relatively constant, withl/4p5650 MHz. Exclusion of the
initial 1–2 cycles of oscillation produces damping valu
which remain unchanged with bias field. These disparate
ues for fitted damping, depending on the temporal range
fitted data, suggest that the damping is not constant over
entire time range of measurement. This notion is exemplifi
in Fig. 9, where several attempts to fitHb50.4 kA/m ~5 Oe!
step response data are shown. Figure 9~a! compares the data
and fit when the numerical algorithm is optimized to fit th
first ;500 ps of inductive response. While the fit is goo
during the early portion of inductive response, it clearly s
fers from overdamped behavior relative to the latter port

FIG. 9. Results of fitting inductive step-response data forHb50.4 kA/m ~5
Oe! using LL. ~a! The result of a fit when only the first;0.5 ns of data is
used for the fitting with a fitted damping ofl/4p5450 MHz. ~b! The result
of a fit when the last 3.5 ns of data is used for the fitting with a fitt
damping ofl/4p5158 MHz. ~c! Demonstrates a fit to the data using
model of time-varying damping, with fitted damping ofl0/4p5561 MHz
andl1/4p5158 MHz.
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of data. Figure 9~b! presents the converse situation, whe
the fitting algorithm was optimized for the all the data exce
the first nanosecond of response. Again, the fit is good o
the optimized range of time, but fails to fit the first half cyc
of oscillation by a factor of 2. It appears that there is
transient increase in damping during the early portion of
namical response.

To test whether the notion of anomalous transient dam
ing is a plausible explanation for the observed phenome
we used the following model: The damping is set to an ini
valuel0 and is abruptly changed to a final valuel1 at a time
corresponding to a half period of oscillation in the expe
mental data. Again, the driving function used for the fit
derived from the measured voltage pulse transmitted thro
the waveguide. We fit the data with LL using four free p
rameters:l0 , l1 , g, ande. The resulting fit is shown in Fig
9~c!. The fit is now good over the entire time span of t
data. Further, the fitted damping is almost a factor of 4 lar
during the initial stage and is comparable to the damp
obtained by fitting the entire wave form with a single dam
ing parameter.

Admittedly, this step-function model is somewhat arb
trary, and we have chosen it for its numerical simplicity.
more accurate representation of time-dependent dam
would presumably result in a more continuous variation
damping with time. However, we present this model as
elementary analysis to provide quantitative results ba
upon the observed phenomenology.

The large transient damping observed at low bias fie
may explain the poor fit to Eqs.~12! and ~15! of the n51
FFT spectral peak in this field range. Then51 peak data are
redshifted at low bias fields compared to the fit. This anom
lous spectral shift is absent in the precessional frequen
obtained by fitting the data to a modified damped sinuso
which excludes the initial 1–2 cycles of magnetic respon
The FFT result may represent a frequency shift result
from a large initial stage of damping. We show in Append
B the well-known result that damping shifts the resonan
frequency of magnetic precession down from its asympt
limit according to Eq.~A8!. For Hb5320 A/m ~4 Oe!, the
FFT-derived precession frequency isf p

FFT51.175 GHz. The
LL derived damping islLL/4p5521 MHz. In the limit of
linear oscillatory analysis, we expect the ‘‘ideal’’~free of
damping! precession frequency to bef 05@( f p

FFT)2

2(lLL)2#1/251.285 GHz, implying a damping-induced fre
quency shift of 110 MHz. This frequency shift is close to t
measured error of 128 MHz between the precessional
quency data and the fit to Eqs.~12! and ~15! at Hb

5320 A/m~4 Oe!. While such analysis shows that the dam
ing obtained by the LL fitting is a plausible explanation f
the anomalous frequency shift observed for then51 peak, a
more complete quantitative analysis is difficult, due to t
nonlinear nature of magnetization dynamics when the m
netization is driven over large excursion angles.

D. Spectra

The occurrence of multiple spectral peaks for ste
response excitations, indicating multiple precessional mo
distinguishes the step response from impulse response
t
er
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greatly complicates the analysis of the step data. Indeed
ing LL to fit the data is clearly suspect forHb,0.28 kA/m
~3.5 Oe!, where then53 peak exceeds then51 peak in
magnitude. This may partly explain why the fitted values
g shown in Fig. 8 become less stable forHb,0.28 kA/m~3.5
Oe!. Clearly, the simple picture of coherent magnetic prec
sion is inappropriate at low bias fields.

One possible explanation for the growth of then53
mode at low bias fields is the saturation of then51 mode for
large f0 . Such a saturation may be described by a pur
geometrical formulation, which naturally leads to nonline
effects. We begin by assuming that the magnetization
originally excited in then51 mode, characterized by a sinu
soidal distribution of the magnetization angle across
width of the waveguide:

f~y,t !5g~ t !sinS py

w D , ~30!

where 0,y,w and g(t) is the time-dependent amplitud
for the excitation. We ignore finite size effects since the
generally act as perturbations to the classical magnetos
mode result of Damon and Eshbach.21 We expect to couple
preferentially to then51 mode since the excitation field i
approximately uniform across the sample width. The mag
tization in the transverse direction is given by

M y5sin@f~y,t !#

52J1@g~ t !#sinS py

w D12J3@g~ t !#sinS 3py

w D1¯ . ~31!

Thus, we see that large magnetization rotations will natura
spawn higher-order spatial modes. Note the dependenc
the respective amplitudes upon Bessel functions, with
excitation amplitude as arguments. Such a nonlinear me
nism will depend primarily upon the maximum excursio
anglefmax of the magnetization immediately following ap
plication of the field step. In the limit of negligible damping
we may numerically solve forfmax using

U~f50!5U~fmax!, ~32!

whereU(f) is the free energy of the magnetic sample af
the field step has settled to the equilibrium value ofHp , and
we are equating the energy at the momentM begins to move
and whenM reaches it maximum angle. We may now mod
the amplitudes of then51 andn53 spectral peaks (A1 and
A3 , respectively! as

A15C1J1@fmax~Hb!# f p~n51!,
~33!A35C2J3@fmax~Hb!# f p~n53!,

where we have scaled the amplitudes by the precessi
frequencies of the two different modes to account for
inductive method of detection@see Eq.~4!#. The inset to Fig.
6 shows the results of fitting the spectral amplitude data
Eq. ~33!, with only C1 and C2 as fitting parameters. The
model fits the spectral dependence for then51 mode onHb

accurately, including the occurrence of a cusp in then51
data around 0.6 kA/m~7.5 Oe!. The fit for then53 mode is
in more qualitative agreement, where both the model a
data display a rapid increase in the amplitude of then53
mode forHb,0.8 kA/m ~10 Oe!. However, the model pre
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dicts a monotonic decrease in the amplitude of then53 peak
with increasingHb , in contrast to the data, which settle to a
asymptotic value of 0.460.1 mV for Hb.0.8 kA/m ~10 Oe!.

This saturation-induced nonlinear mechanism for
generation of higher-order precessional modes may pa
explain the time-variant damping discussed above. Inde
the damping obtained by fitting the step-response data to
and the amplitude of then53 peak obtained by Fourie
transformation have similar dependences on bias field
shown in Fig. 10. This similarity supports the notion th
saturation-induced mode generation is the source of ano
lous transient damping seen in our data.

Sandler and Bertram have performed micromagn
simulations for a magnetic system modeled after the ind
tive experiments presented here.23 They have observed a
inhomogeneous magnetization distribution during the rev
sal process with clear indications that higher order spa
modes are indeed present. In addition, they find that t
simulations can reproduce the phenomenology of the t
sient damping process observed in our experiments, altho
the micromagnetic simulation employs only a fixed micr
scopic damping constant. Presumably, a microscopically
fined damping parameter is a reasonable approximatio
the intrinsic damping. We conclude that the damping para
eter which we fit to the data is an effective value for dam
ing, not to be confused with an intrinsic damping parame
While the intrinsic damping is representative of the fund
mental physical coupling between magnetic excitations
the crystalline lattice through magnon–phonon scatter
processes, an effective damping includes less intrinsic eff
such as inhomogeneous broadening and nonlinear mode
version~i.e., magnon–magnon scattering!. A comparison of
damping parameters obtained by micromagnetic mode
and phenomenological fitting should shed light on the deg
of nonintrinsic effects present in our experimental system

V. CONCLUSION

While the understanding of precessional processes
ferromagnetic materials has been greatly advanced by F

FIG. 10. Comparison of damping obtained via fitting to LLlLL and the
amplitude of then53 peakA3 vs Hb . The damping data are shifted dow
by l05121 MHz to account for intrinsic damping mechanisms, whi
should not affect the amplitude of then53 mode.
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over the past five decades, a lack of time-domain data
facilitate a similar understanding of fundamental limits
switching speeds in technologically relevant materials
mains. The dearth of time-resolved data has partly stemm
from the lack of a simple and direct method for such me
surements. The inductive method described here is b
simple and direct, albeit the analysis of the data may
complex. The complexity of the analysis is in part due to t
lack of appropriate theoretical tools for the understanding
switching dynamics under the influence of moderately la
field pulses. Indeed, we have found several phenom
~saturation-induced nonlinear mode generation, trans
damping! through the analysis of our data which appe
unique to time-resolved experimentation. Nevertheless
conventional analysis based upon the Landau–Lifshitz eq
tion can provide a coarse understanding of the dynam
processes with some degree of quantitative self-consiste

Alternative methods for time-resolved observation
subnanosecond magnetization dynamics have been d
oped in recent years. Time-resolved Kerr microscopy
successfully resolved precessional dynamics in both YIG
Permalloy films.24,25 One obvious advantage of such an o
tical method is the capability to spatially resolve details
nonuniform dynamics. Recent efforts to use pulsed x-
sources for time-resolved spin polarized photoemission m
surements have been fruitful.26 However, both such tech
niques are expensive and complex to implement. The ind
tive method presented here is much simpler, both in des
and in use, with the exception of our use of a mode-lock
Ti:sapphire laser as part of the impulse generator. We us
femtosecond laser due to its timely availability; there ex
commercial electronic sources for impulse generators wh
are easier to both acquire and operate.

Three different analyses are used to extract gyrom
netic parameters for step excitations from our samples.
use of multiple fits was necessitated by our inability to fit t
data with any one approach to a high degree of certainty.
MSF technique provided precessional frequencies as a f
tion of bias field which may then be fitted with the standa
equations for ferromagnetic resonance. It also provide
damping value which describes the rate of the exponen
decay long after the application of the field step. In essen
the MSF approach bridges the gap between our tim
resolved data and a conventional, pulsed FMR measurem
Use of LL to fit our data is justified only if all the magnet
zation in the sample precesses at the same frequency
well-defined eigenmode. The observation of higher-or
modes through FFT analysis should preclude LL fittin
However, such analysis is instructive as to the degree
which our sample departs from a simple, uniform model
precession with reduced bias field. Finally, a comparison
the LL fits restricted to long times after the field step and
MSF results serve dual purposes: verification of the appro
mations used to derive the MSF algorithms, and clarificat
that any departure of our data from ideal LL behavior a
pears localized in time to the early stages of gyromagn
response.
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This technique is by no means limited to the sam
parameters presented. It is general in its applicability t
wide spectrum of soft ferromagnetic materials and sam
geometries. In addition, this technique lends itself to co
parative studies by alternative laboratory methods, such
Kerr microscopy, time-resolved optical methods, a
scanned probe microscopies such as magnetic force mic
copy.

In summary, we have presented detailed results fro
new inductive method for characterizing magnetization
namics. This work builds upon previous implementations
inductive techniques by employing modern high-speed s
pling technology, lithographic waveguide fabrication, a
digital signal processing. We have demonstrated its us
structures with a 3 GHz bandwidth, although our samplin
oscilloscope’s temporal resolution would easily permit m
surements over an 18 GHz bandwidth. For Permalloy,
measured switching times as short as 200 ps for an infe
60° rotation. Shape-induced demagnetization strongly aff
the magnetization oscillation frequency. Anomalous beh
ior was found for step-response experiments when the
field was reduced below 640 A/m~8 Oe!, including the
growth of higher-order precessional modes and trans
damping. Both phenomena may be partly explained in te
of nonuniform magnetization dynamics.
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APPENDIX A

The Landau–Lifshitz equation in two systems of units

dM

dt
52uguT2

l

m0Ms
2 ~M3T!~SI units!, ~A1!

dM

dt
52uguT2

l

4pMs
2 ~M3T!~cgs units!, ~A2!

where M in Eq. ~A2! has units of
erg Oe21 cm23[emu cm23. The damping parameterl is in
units of s21 and is numerically identical in either system
This is not the same definition for LL damping historical
invoked by either Smith or Wolf.4,11 We shall call their pre-
vious definition of dampinglcgs, and the relationship be
tween damping parameters isl54plcgs. The factor of 4p
in Eq. ~A2! is required for dimensional balance.

The torqueT in spherical coordinates is
e
a
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l
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T5
1

sin~u!

]U

]f
û2

]U

]u
f̂, ~A3!

whereU(u,f) is the free energydensityof the system. Un-
der the approximationsMs@Hk ~‘‘soft’’ ferromagnet! and
l!g4pMs ~‘‘underdamped’’ oscillator!, the Landau–
Lifshitz equation may be reduced to11

d2f

dt2
1l

df

dt
1m0g2

]U

]f
50. ~A4!

A field step is applied att50, which shifts the magnetization
equilibrium direction fromf50 to f0 . For small motion of
f, we may expand]U/]f in a Taylor series and furthe
approximate Eq.~A4! as

d2f

dt2
1l

df

dt
1m0g2S ]2U

]f2D
f0

@f2f0u~ t !#50, ~A5!

whereu(t) is the Heaviside step function. Taking a Lapla
transform of Eq.~A5! and setting the initial conditions to
f(0)50 andf8(0)50, we have

s2F1lsF1v0
2F5

v0
2f0

s
, ~A6!

wherev0
25m0g2(]2U/]f2)f0

. Solving forF, we find

F'f0F1

s
2

s1l/2

~s1l/2!21vp
2 2S l

2vp
D vp

~s1l/2!21vp
2G ,
~A7!

where

vp
25v0

22~l/2!2. ~A8!

Taking the inverse Laplace transform, we find

f~ t !5f0H 12e2t/tFcos~vpt !2S 1

tvp
D sin~vpt !G J u~ t !,

~A9!

wheret52/l.
Thus, the solution is an exponentially damped sinuso

even in the case of a step excitation. However, the magn
zation angle now oscillates about the new equilibrium m
netization anglef0 , as determined by a solution to Eq.~15!.
Since actual excitation sources produce pulses which dev
somewhat from a perfect step, we may generalize our s
tion to the form

f~ t !5f01b0e2t/t sin~vpt1w!, ~A10!

wheret52/l, b0 andw are fitted parameters, and sufficie
time has elapsed such that the applied field step has atta
a final value.

APPENDIX B

The inductive voltage is given by Eq.~4!. We shall as-
sumew50, without loss of generality. Since the geomet
employed by the described technique detects changes in
flux along they axis only, then the detected component
magnetization is given by
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M y5Ms sin@f~ t !#

5Ms sin@f01b0e2t/t sin~vpt !#

5Ms$sin~f0!cos@b0e2t/t sin~vpt !#1cos~f0!sin@b0e2t/t sin~vpt !#%

5Ms5 sin~f0!FJ0~b0e2t/t!1 (
n52,4,6, . . .

`

2Jn~b0e2t/t!cos~nvpt !G
1cos~f0! (

n51,3,5, . . .

`

2Jn~b0e2t/t!sin~nvpt ! 6 , ~B1!

whereJn(x) is the nth Bessel function. When the magnetization precession angle has become sufficiently small su
b0e2t/t!1, we may use the asymptotic form of the Bessel function with the result

M y'Ms5 sin~f0!F11 (
n52,4,6, . . .

`
2

n! S b0e2t/t

2 D n

cos~nvpt !G
1cos~f0! (

n51,3,5, . . .

`
2

n! S b0e2t/t

2 D n

sin~nvpt ! 6
'MsH sin~f0!F11

b0
2

4
e22t/t cos~2vpt !G

1cos~f0!Fb0e2t/t sin~vpt !1
b0

3

24
e23t/t sin~3vpt !GJ , ~B2!

retaining terms up to third order inb0 . Taking a time derivative and using the ‘‘underdamped’’ oscillator approxima
vpt@1,

dMy

dt
'vpMsF cos~f0!b0e2t/t cos~vpt !1sin~f0!

b0
2

2
e22t/t sin~2vpt !

1cos~f0!
b0

3

8
e23t/t cos~3vpt !

G . ~B3!
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The third harmonic distortion, represented by the third te
in Eq. ~B3!, will always be very small compared to the fun
damental frequency, no matter what the value forf0 is.
However, the SHD may become arbitrarily large relative
the fundamental asf0 approachesp/2. Thus, we have ou
final form

dMy

dt
'vpMs@cos~f0!b0e2t/t cos~vpt !

1 1
2 sin~f0!b0

2e22t/t sin~2vpt !#. ~B4!

The degree of SHD is given by the ratio of fundamen
to second-harmonic signals

SHD5 1
2 tan~f0!b0e2t/t.

The distortion diminishes with time as the gyromagnetic p
cession damps out. If an acceptable level of distort
SHDmin can be determined, then the timetmin required to
wait until the wave form is well approximated by a simpl
damped sinusoid is given by

tmin52t lnS 2•SHDmin

b0 tanf0
D .

For the sake of example, let us suppose that a distortio
SHDmin55% is acceptable. Let us also suppose thatb0
l

-
n

of

'f0, which is equivalent to assuming that the free ene
profile U(f) may be approximated by a parabola. Final
let us assume a damping ofl5130 MHz, a typical value for
Ni81Fe19.4 If the magnetization rotation is onlyf0520°,
then the required waiting time for simple sinusoidal behav
is tmin50.2t5250 ps. However, if the magnetization rotatio
is as large asf0560°, then the wait time increases totmin

52.9t53.6 ns. Such a long waiting time is prohibitive b
cause the signal will have decayed to a level insufficient
numerical fitting, given the finite signal-to-noise ratio of th
inductive measurement.
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